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Overview of main points

Journal editors must protect the published record by 
applying standards of data integrity to all papers.

● Set simple, practical, enforceable guidelines derived 
from research community standards.

●Use simple methods to monitor compliance with 
those guidelines.



● The journal’s traditional role has been to vet research 
papers via peer review.  Editors rely on experts:

Do the data presented support the conclusions drawn?

● Journal editors can extend and enhance traditional peer 
review by vetting data based on standards devised by the 
academic community for data acquisition and presentation.

Are the data presented accurate representations of
what was actually observed?

● Developing standards for the integrity of research data 
should NOT be the job of the journal editor.

The journal’s role



Sources of standards
● Some simple standards have been developed by the 
research community, and many of these are already 
enforced by journals.

● Other complex standards have been developed by the 
research community, but they need to be simplified or 
made practical for use by journals.

● Other standards do not yet exist.



● The research community will come up with standards for 
data acquisition and presentation if they have a need for 
them.

e.g., need to share large data sets

e.g., sequence data: Genbank, GO, PDB

structural data: PDB

microarray data: MIAME (MGED)

proteomics data: MIAPE (HPO)

● Standards for reporting

Existing Standards



● The research community will come up with standards for 
data acquisition and presentation if they have a need for 
them.

Existing Standards

e.g., need to repeat experiments – development 
of minimum information standards for less-data-
intensive experiments.

e.g., RNAi: MIARE

Immunohistochemistry: MIS-FISHIE



● The community can be provided with a strong incentive 
to comply with standards if compliance is a requirement for 
publication.

● Easy for large data sets, where journals simply have to 
require deposition in a compliant database.

Incentive to comply with standards



● For some types of data the community has devised 
complex standards.

e.g., flow cytometry data

International Society for Analytical Cytology

The National Flow Cytometry Resource

● Journal editor can distill complex standards into a set of 
simple, practical, enforceable guidelines.

Application of complex standards 
by journals is more difficult



● Devise and enforce simple guidelines for flow cytometry 
– derived in consultation with active research scientists.

The Journal of Experimental Medicine:



● In some cases the community has not yet devised any 
standards.

● Journal editors can collaborate with the communities 
they serve to develop guidelines that are simple and 
practical for both researchers and journals.

Case study: digital image data, 2002.

What if there are no standards?



Electronic workflow:

Journal editors have access to 
more information than before

● Submission of all figures as electronic image files.

● Allows the detection of manipulations in digital 
images that would not have been visible on a printout.

● Response to the amount of manipulation: all figure 
files in all accepted manuscripts are examined for 
evidence of manipulation.

● Simple adjustments to brightness and contrast can 
reveal inconsistencies in background, which are clues 
to manipulation.



Frequency of manipulation indicated a 
misunderstanding of the line between 
acceptable and unacceptable 
manipulation.

● Image manipulation is part of our everyday culture.

Factors:
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Frequency of manipulation indicated a 
misunderstanding of the line between 
acceptable and unacceptable 
manipulation.

● Culture of image manipulation

● Ease of image manipulation

● Lack of guidelines

Factors:

Hayden, J.E. (2000). The Ethics of digital manipulation of scientific 
images. J. Biocommunications 27:11.



Guidelines for handling digital images

● Developed in collaboration with active research 
scientists (our academic editors).



Guidelines for handling digital images
“No specific feature within an image may be enhanced, obscured, moved, 
removed, or introduced. The grouping of images from different parts of the same 
gel, or from different gels, fields, or exposures must be made explicit by the 
arrangement of the figure (i.e., using dividing lines) and in the text of the figure 
legend. If dividing lines are not included, they will be added by our production 
department, and may result in production delays. Adjustments of brightness, 
contrast, or color balance are acceptable if they are applied to the whole image 
and as long as they do not obscure, eliminate, or misrepresent any information 
present in the original. Non-linear adjustments (e.g., changes to gamma settings) 
must be disclosed in the figure legend. All digital images in manuscripts 
accepted for publication will be scrutinized by our production department for any 
indication of improper manipulation. Questions raised by the production 
department will be referred to the Editors, who will request the original data from 
the authors for comparison to the prepared figures. If the original data cannot be 
produced, the acceptance of the manuscript may be revoked.  Cases of 
deliberate misrepresentation of data will result in revocation of acceptance and 
will be reported to the corresponding author's home institution or funding 
agency.”
The Journal of Cell Biology, Instructions to Authors, http://www.jcb.org/misc/ifora.shtml



Guidelines for handling digital images

● No specific feature within an image may be 
enhanced, obscured, moved, removed, or 
introduced.

● Adjustments of brightness, contrast, or color 
balance are acceptable if they are applied to the 
whole image and as long as they do not obscure, 
eliminate, or misrepresent any information present in 
the original.



Guidelines for handling digital images

● The grouping of images from different parts of the 
same gel, or from different gels, fields, or exposures 
is acceptable but must be made explicit by the 
arrangement of the figure (i.e., using dividing lines) 
and in the text of the figure legend.

● If the original data cannot be produced when 
requested by an editor, the acceptance of the 
manuscript may be revoked.



Investigating Image Manipulation

Enforcing guidelines with routine screening of all 
images!



Investigating Image Manipulation

If we suspect guidelines have been violated, we 
conduct an initial investigation.

● Obtain the original data:

● Does it match the prepared figure?

● Is the manipulation acceptable or does it 
constitute misconduct?



Defining Misconduct

● Inappropriate manipulation

● Fraudulent manipulation

● Manipulation does not affect the interpretation of the data.

● Author is asked to remake figures with the original data.

● Fabrication or falsification that affects the interpretation of 

the data.  Not legal elements of intent or damage to 3rd party.

● Acceptance of the paper is revoked.

● Do we report the misconduct?



Defining Misconduct

● Inappropriate manipulation

● Manipulation does not affect the interpretation of the data.

● Author is asked to remake figures with the original data.

>25% of all accepted manuscripts have at 
least one figure that has to be remade.



Defining Misconduct

● Fraudulent manipulation
● Fabrication or falsification that affects the interpretation of 

the data.  Not legal elements of intent or damage to 3rd party.

● Acceptance of the paper is revoked.

● Do we report the misconduct?

1% of all accepted manuscripts at the JCB.
Lower for our journals that publish fewer images.



Reporting Misconduct

USA:

● Dean of Research

●Ombudsman for Allegations of Research Misconduct

●Office of Research Integrity

Europe:

???



Manipulation Examples



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples

“No specific feature within an image may be enhanced, 
obscured, moved, removed, or introduced.”

● Adjustment of specific feature: altering intensity



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Cleaning up background – adjustment of 
a specific feature



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Cleaning up background – adjustment of 
a specific feature

Student to P.I.

“Stamp means you can use stamp function to 
remove some background. Everybody does it.”



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Cleaning up background – adjustment of 
a specific feature



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Adjustment of contrast: elimination of data

“Adjustments of brightness, contrast, or color balance are acceptable if they 
are applied to the whole image and as long as they do not obscure, 
eliminate, or misrepresent any information present in the original.”



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Splicing:

“The grouping of images from different parts of the same gel, or from different gels, 
fields, or exposures must be made explicit by the arrangement of the figure.”



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Splicing:



Inappropriate Manipulation Examples
● Splicing:

From P.I.s whose spliced images were questioned:

“The pictures for the wild type were done as a collage 
of cells…  We have left the pictures like that, because 
we think it looks nicer.”

“We combined cells from several fields into a single 
image to make this image more representative of the 
phenotype we have observed.”



Fraudulent Manipulation Examples



Fraudulent Manipulation Examples
● Deleting a band:



Fraudulent Manipulation Examples
● Adding a band:



Fraudulent Manipulation Examples
● Duplicating Data:



Fraudulent Manipulation Examples
● Duplicating Data:

Hwang, W.S., et al. 2005. Patient-Specific Embryonic Stem Cells Derived from 
Human SCNT Blastocysts. Science 308:1777-1783.



Assuring the integrity of image data.
Future developments: 

● Routine image screening by more journals.

● Open Microscope Environment: standardized 
database for storing and sharing image data.

● Software for detecting image manipulation.







Conclusions

Journal editors must protect the published record by 
applying standards of data integrity to all papers.

● Set simple, practical, enforceable guidelines derived 
from research community standards.

●Use simple methods to monitor compliance with 
those guidelines.
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